Yet More Research Suggests Offshore Oil’s Methane Pollution Is Underestimated
by Sara Sneath
Feb. 8, 2023 (abridged) – Flying 10,000 feet above the Gulf of Mexico, in a plane outfitted with infrared imaging equipment, researchers could see methane gas bubbling under water, likely from an undetected pipeline leak.
Over the course of several flights in 2021, they spotted frequent gas plumes from platforms, storage tanks, and pipelines offshore, leading the team to believe that the 151 platforms near the Louisiana coast had a much higher methane leak rate than what’s been measured for onshore oil and gas production.
“I think the bottom line message in this study is there’s a lot of emissions in the shallow waters that are currently unmeasured,” said Riley Duren, the CEO of Carbon Mapper and coauthor of the nonprofit’s 2022 study of offshore methane emissions.
New technologies are allowing for actual measurements of oil and gas methane emissions like never before, whether from leaks or intentional flaring and venting.  So far, much of that attention and push for accountability has been focused onshore, while operators claim that drilling offshore has much lower emissions.  But researchers are starting to uncover a body of evidence showing why that may not be true.
About 15% of U.S. oil production and 1% of U.S. natural gas production comes from federal leases in the Gulf of Mexico, according to the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management.  Far from land and oversight, it’s a Wild West that makes it easy for companies to fudge numbers and avoid accountability from regulators who acknowledge they’ve fallen short, even as questions emerge about how methane emissions may be contributing to helicopter crashes around oil and gas platforms.
The rise in natural gas prices has incentivized some onshore companies to try to quantify how much money they’re losing to leaky systems, by using infrared cameras capable of detecting methane, the primary ingredient in natural gas and a potent contributor to climate change.  Operators in the Permian Basin in Texas and New Mexico, where 40% of U.S. oil and 15% of U.S. gas is produced, have been surprised to find that about 4% of the natural gas they pulled from the ground was leaking into the atmosphere.
By comparison, Duren and his colleagues have detected natural gas loss rates above 23% in the shallow waters of the Gulf, though because offshore production is so much lower, the total volume of lost gas is likely much higher onshore.  Still, researchers emphasize that the high rate of methane leakage underscores the major climate impact that reducing those leaks could have.
Problems with Oversight
The U.S. Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE), which regulates the offshore energy industry, has acknowledged gaps in accountability that could be enabling more pollution, such as unverified self-reported emissions numbers and flyover inspections that fail to detect pipeline leaks.  The agency has also fallen short in past efforts to enact more stringent methane pollution control measures, even when platform emissions caused helicopter crashes.
For years, federal agencies have known that relatively low levels of methane gas in the air can cause engine failure in most helicopters operating offshore, but they failed to implement regulatory changes that would require methane detection systems to alert helicopter pilots and other workers of the presence of the colorless, odorless gas.  (Once on land, utility companies add a chemical that smells like rotten eggs to natural gas, to make it easier to detect dangerous gas leaks.)
In June, the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) warned BSEE that its inspection process didn’t detect when a fossil fuel company “may have manipulated or mis-reported” methane emissions data across 4 platforms in the Gulf of Mexico over a 5 year period.  The Inspector General’s Office investigated that oil company, following a confidential tip that venting and flaring limits were routinely exceeded from its platforms on federal leases.  As a result, the company avoided paying royalties on the gas and owed the federal government $712,857.82, which was billed to the company following the report....
Curbing methane emissions from the fossil fuel industry is one of the most cost-effective ways to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, according to the United Nations Global Methane Assessment.  But implementing measures to control methane pollution from the fossil fuel industry has proven difficult in the U.S.  And in the Gulf of Mexico, regulatory gaps have had deadly consequences.
Leaking Methane, Crashing Helicopters
In 2014, federal officials warned BSEE that vented methane gas had been sucked into the engines of helicopters landing on and departing from offshore platforms, causing the engines to fail and the helicopters to fall out of the sky.  A review of incidents found that helicopters had likely plunged into the Gulf every 1.5 years between 1992 and 2014 because of off-gas, according to a 2015 report commissioned by BSEE.
On the heels of this warning, BSEE sought regulatory input to prevent future helicopter crashes from methane gas and considered requiring methane gas detectors to give pilots a warning when gas was present on or near helidecks.  But the agency’s efforts ultimately stalled in 2017 after the fossil fuel industry pushed back....
Last year, several helicopters traveling to and from oil platforms crashed in the Gulf, including 2 in December that appear similar to earlier crashes caused by methane gas.  Like previous crashes caused by methane venting, the helicopters were just above a platform before they dropped out of the sky.  The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) has not identified the causes of the crashes.  No federal agency currently oversees the safety of helicopters traveling to and from oil platforms, and workers who die in helicopter crashes are not counted in offshore incident statistics.  For this reason, it’s not clear if methane gas has caused any recent helicopter crashes....
The Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) included $850 million for the Environmental Protection Agency to fund methane reduction measures from oil and gas facilities.  Justin Williams, the vice president of Communications for the National Ocean Industries Association, said he is not aware of any offshore energy companies pursuing government funding to address methane emissions reductions.
“Methane emissions are tightly controlled for offshore operations and are very low when compared to other producing regions,” Williams said.  “Well before the enactment of the IRA, the offshore sector has been a leader in deploying technologies for reducing emissions.”
However, as Duren and his colleagues found in their study last year, more and more research is showing that offshore methane emissions are underreported, especially in shallow waters of the Gulf.  This pokes a hole in the industry’s argument that offshore drilling has the lowest GHG emissions intensity in the world, said Chris Eaton, a senior attorney with Earthjustice, which has brought legal challenges against drilling in federal waters.
“No one really knows how bad of a problem it is and something needs to be done,” he said.  “Getting some methane regulations on the books is crucial and it should be done soon.”
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